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Summary
• Addresses the data imbalance problem in binary classification

• Overview of different data balancing tools: SMOTE, RSMOTE, AdaSYN, etc.

• Proposes two new binary data imbalance classification (BIDC) algorithms.

1. BIDC1 (uses extreme learning machine autoencoder)
2. BIDC2 (uses GAN)

I will present BIDC2 first as I understood that one better.



GAN
Gaussian distribution.
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• Train the generator once
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This will be the negative of reward for the generator, because it wants to fool the 
discriminator. Generated sample detected real is good for the generator.

Reward  = 0 if the fake is detected as fake with 100% confidence. And INF if  fake is 
detected as real with 100% confidence.



BIDC2 algorithm



BIDC2 algorithm
Three stages:

1. Training the GAN on the 
positive training examples Str+

2. Generating synthetic positive 
samples with the trained GAN 
model

3. Train and evaluate the 
classifier



Silhouette score
• a = Dissimilarity of a sample within its cluster (we want it to 

be small)

• b = Dissimilarity of a sample with every other clusters (we 
want it to be large)

Silhouette score of a cluster is the average of the Silhouette 
scores of all the samples of that cluster.

So, a higher silhouette score is better.



MMD (maximum mean discrepancy)

Kernel functions in SVM: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/major-kernel-functions-in-support-vector-machine-svm/



Extreme Learning Machine Autoencoder 
(ELMAE)
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Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)



BIDC1 algorithm



BIDC1 algorithm (cont.)



Datasets
1 artificial dataset and 15 public 
datasets.
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Experimental results – visualize the generated data

Comparing BIDC1 and BIDC2 on 
test dataset against 14 state of 
the art methods



Experimental results
Comparing BIDC1 and BIDC2 on test dataset against 14 state of the art methods
F measure is reported here.
Test set is not balanced.



Experimental results
Geometric mean of precision and recall is reported here. (The test set is not balanced)



Experimental results
AUC is reported here. (The test set is not balanced)



So, a higher silhouette score is better.

Appendix – dissimilarity function:

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/52512987/measuring-dissimilarity-within-the-cluster-kmodes
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